Abstract. The exploration of large networks carries inherent challenges in the visualization of a great amount of data. We built an interactive visualization system for the purpose of exploring a large multidimensional network of news clips over time. These are clips gathered by users from web news sources and references to people or places are extracted from. In this paper, we present the system's capabilities and user interface and discuss its advantages in terms of the browsing and extraction of knowledge from the data. These capabilities include a textual search and associated event detection, and temporal navigation allowing the user to seek a certain date and timespan.
Introduction
The exploration of large networks, using force-directed graphs [9] , carries inherent challenges in the visualization of a great amount of data. One problem arises, firstly, from the large number of nodes present in the graph and, secondly, from the potentially exponential growing number of links, that clutter the screen. Associated to this problem is the smooth navigation of the graph, which is addressed with an intuitive user interface and a reduced visual disturbance in the graph's deployment.
In this paper, we describe a visualization and browsing system for a network of news clips with three dimensions for the edges -who, where and whenand temporal annotations for each node. This network is based on a project with the goal of connecting online news and the Social Web. The network is based on the relations induced by the coreference of entities between a compilation of news clips taken from online news sources.
Reference Work
Previous studies have reported that visualization has increasingly been used in data mining. While data generation has been growing exponentially, the exploration of large data sets has become a prominent but challenging problem, aś visual data mining is an interesting instrument handle this data deluge [11] . A visual data mining system must be syntactically simple to be useful, that is, it must have intuitive user interaction, a clear output and, thus, should be considered a powerful tool [14] . In recent years, there has been a considerable amount of literature published on the topic of large network visualization. Previous works have been undertaken, presenting visual analytics tools [13] , having been identified as breakthroughs in data exploration in the context of large data sets [10] . The development of these tools analysed significant aspects of visualization tools, such as the usability or scalability [1] . Moreover, the exploration through time of a network carries its own challenges: new data should be presented in context of older data and the visualization must be dynamic for the user to realize the changes [12] .
Data Set
Our system resorts to a collection of news clips that, for the purpose of this paper, were fetched automatically from select news outlets' websites. We developed a crawler that is scheduled to run twice daily, to gather the top news from successive days. The goal is to artificially generate, from the crawled news articles, a news clips collection similar to a user-generated one. To do that, we segmented each news article into sentences and automatically generated between two and five clips, with two to seven sentences each, by randomly selecting an initial starting sentence as well as the referred parameters. The gathered data set contains 8,981 clips, fetched between the 8 th and 12 th November 2012 for ten different news sources: Euronews, United Press International, BBC News, Daily Mail, Guardian, Reuters, The Telegraph, USA Today, New York Times, and Washington Post. News clips size varies between 1 and 376 words, with an average of 102 words. Using the methodology described in Devezas and Figueira [6], we extracted the named entities from this data set, including people, places and dates. Table 1 shows the top referenced people and places in our collection. Dates were not included in the table in order to make topic distinction simpler. 
